Above & Beyond, Inc.
Tramway and Wire Rope Services
Technical Assistance, Consulting, Engineering, Lift Inspections
Rigging, Splicing, Rope Repairs, Visual & MRT Inspections

Professor Vasily Sukhorukov
President, Intron Plus
Elektrodnaya Str. 11, build. 1
Moscow, 111524 Russia
11-5-09
Dear Professor Sukhorukov,
Above & Beyond, Inc. provides wire rope services and consulting in the Passenger Ropeway Industry here in the U.S.
specializing in quality services for Aerial Ropeways, Funiculars, and Automated People Movers.
We researched magnetic rope testing instruments thoroughly and soon realized the wire rope tester Intros would satisfy
the needs of the services we provide. The attractive features of the comparatively small size and weight of the magnetic
head M2 24-64 and the small size of the basic unit data logger providing data storage of multiple inspection runs
without the use of a conventional chart recorder are simply not available on any other instrument. Thus we purchased
the wire rope tester Intros, “site unseen”.
We have used the Intros tester on nearly 50 ropes to date and are completely satisfied. The sensitivity and accuracy of
the instrument, the capability of the basic unit to accurately display and store the inspection data, and the extreme
flexibility of the software Wintros to assist in interpreting the data is unsurpassed. Both the magnetic head and the basic
unit are designed to be very rugged and to provide service for many years in an industrial application.
Intron Plus has been extremely helpful and very willing to answer any questions, provide spare parts as necessary, and
assist in any way they can.
I highly recommend Intron Plus to provide magnetic rope testing equipment to any firm that prides themselves in
quality service for each and every customer!
Sincerely,

Terry Zakotnik
Owner, Above & Beyond, Inc.

16575 Bubbling wells Rd. Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Ph/Fax: 760-329-4407 Mobile: 760-218-1399 e-mail: trztram@aol.com

